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Abstract
The background field method (BFM) for the Poisson Sigma
Model (PSM) is studied as an example of the application of the
BFM technique to open gauge algebras. The relationship with
Seiberg-Witten maps arising in non-commutative gauge theories
is clarified. It is shown that the implementation of the BFM
for the PSM in the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism is equivalent to
the solution of a generalized linearization problem (in the formal
sense) for Poisson structures in the presence of gauge fields. Suffi-
cient conditions for the existence of a solution and a constructive
method to derive it are presented.
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1 Introduction
The background field method (BFM) technique [1, 2] is by now a well-
established theoretical tool in the framework of gauge and string theory.
The BFM relies on the definition of a suitable splitting of the original quan-
tum fields Φα into a background classical φˆα and a new quantum part φα
(so that the path integral is now carried out over the φα-variables), designed
in such a way to derive a new set of local Ward-Takahashi (WT) identities,
which are linear in the quantum fields φα.
Provided a suitable choice of the gauge-fixing functional has been per-
formed, the BFM WT identities for the quantum effective action Γ hold
together with the Slavnov-Taylor (ST) identities, translating at the quan-
tum level the invariance of the gauge-fixed classical action under the BRST
symmetry.
The non-linearity of the BRST transformations sφα(x) of the quantum
fields requires the introduction of a suitable set of external sources φ∗α(x),
known as antifields [3, 15, 16], in order to control the renormalization of the
local operators sφα(x). This results in the bilinear form of the ST iden-
tities (also known as master equation within the Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV)
formalism [15, 16]) for the quantum vertex functional Γ:
(Γ,Γ) = 0 , (1)
where the BV bracket in the L.H.S. of the above equation is defined by
(X, Y ) =
∫
d4x
∑
i
(δrX
δφα
δlY
δφ∗α
− δrX
δφ∗α
δlY
δφα
)
. (2)
As a consequence of the bilinear form of the BV bracket, the ST identities
in eq.(1) relate 1-PI Green functions at different orders in the loop expan-
sion. On the contrary, the background gauge invariance, being linear in the
quantum fields, yields WT identitites that connect 1-PI Green functions at
the same order in perturbation theory.
In order to control the interplay between the ST identities and the BFM
WT identities the BV bracket in eq.(2) has to be extended to the background
fields, under the prescription that the latter form BRST doublets together
with the corresponding background ghosts. This in turn guarantees [4, 5, 6]
that the BRST cohomology of the underlying theory (and hence its physical
content) is not affected by the introduction of the background fields them-
selves.
Then the BFM equivalence theorem [2, 7, 8] states that the Green func-
tions of physical BRST invariant operators can be computed by starting from
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the renormalized background gauge-invariant effective action, fulfilling the
extended ST identities, after dropping the dependence on the quantum fields
φα. The (physical) connected functions are then obtained by taking the Leg-
endre transform w.r.t. the background fields φˆα, once a suitable gauge-fixing
for the classical background fields is introduced [1, 24, 25].
This property, together with the linear relations between 1-PI Green func-
tions stemming from the BFM WT identities, allows for appealing simpli-
fications in the calculation of physical quantities, which have been widely
exploited in the literature [26]- [35].
The geometrical aspects of the BFM are best appreciated in more general
situations where the requirement that the BFM transformations are linear in
the quantum fields can actually be regarded as the condition on the existence
of a suitable set of coordinates with a privileged roˆle.
As an example, in the case of non-linear sigma models [36] the gauge
transformations are replaced by diffeomorphisms of the target manifold M .
The BFM is then implemented by performing a non-linear splitting of the
original quantum fields Φα, which can be thought of as coordinates on the
target manifold M , as a function of the background fields φˆα and of the tan-
gent vectors ξα, spanning the tangent space TPM with P the point belonging
to M of coordinates {φˆα}. Being tangent vectors, ξα transform linearly un-
der the BFM symmetry. In a more geometrical language, the implementation
of the BFM is equivalent to the transition to the set of normal coordinates
[37, 38] in a neighborhood U of the point P .
This example also shows quite clearly that the BFM expresses a local
property of the model at hand: it is not known if all possible points {Φα}
can be parameterized in terms of the normal coordinates centered around
the background configuration P = {φˆα}. On general grounds, U is a proper
subset of M .
The extension of the BFM to the case of open gauge algebras displays in
an even more surprising way the local nature of the BFM and its geometrical
interpretation as a condition on the existence of suitably generalized normal
coordinates.
In [39] a first attempt in this direction was made by studying the im-
plementation of the BFM in the case of Euclidean N=2 Super Yang-Mills
theory in the Wess-Zumino (WZ) gauge. The BFM was meant to yield a
linearized version of the full set of symmetries of N=2 SYM, thus including
N=2 supersymmetry. As is well-known, in the WZ gauge the supersymmetry
is non-linearly realized. Therefore the existence of a background splitting,
achieving a linearized version of supersymmetry transformations at the back-
ground level, is a highly non-trivial point. Indeed the fact that such a problem
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can be solved, so that a BFM formulation of the full symmetry content of
N=2 SYM can be found, proves to be the BFM counterpart of the existence
of a topological symmetry in N=2 SYM, originally discovered by Witten in
his seminal paper [40].
In the case of open gauge algebras the condition that the BFM splitting
does not modify the cohomology of the model at hand becomes the condition
of the canonicity (w.r.t. the BV bracket) of the background field redefinition.
For N=2 SYM the canonicity of the BFM splitting is best proven by keeping
the auxiliary fields appearing in the WZ gauge and by carrying out a field
redefinition only involving the fields of the theory. This is automatically a
canonical field redefinition. However, in the auxiliary field representation the
symmetry algebra of N=2 SYM is a closed one.
In this paper we extend our analysis to the implementation of the BFM
for the Poisson Sigma Model (PSM) [9, 10, 12]. For a general Poisson tensor
the symmetry algebra of the PSM is an open gauge algebra for which no
equivalent auxiliary field representation in terms of a closed one is known.
Hence the quantization of the PSM must be carried out by exploiting the full
Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism [15, 16], with the antifields playing an essential
roˆle in this context. The application of the BV formalism in the context
of PSM has been formulated in [17]. In addition, the study of consistent
deformation of the PSM along the lines of [18] has been performed in [19].
Besides the technical challenges and the interesting mathematical prop-
erties of the PSM, we also have to mention the application in string theory.
In a given limit of NS-NS background of the full-fledge string theory, the
worldsheet sigma model is a Poisson sigma model (see for example [21]).
The results we found are simple enough that we can state them now.
The PSM contains in the bosonic sector a set of gauge fields η¯i,µ and a set
of matter fields X¯ i, the latter parameterizing the target Poisson manifold
M on which the Poisson tensor αij(X¯) is defined. To these fields one must
add the ghost fields β¯i associated to the (open) gauge algebra of the PSM.
The implementation of the BFM for the PSM proves to be equivalent to the
construction of a set of coordinates where the Poisson tensor αij is linear
(linearization problem of Poisson structures).
Such a linearization problem can be first studied in the restricted sector
spanned by (X¯ i, β¯i) (dropping the gauge fields ηi,µ for the moment). By
using cohomological methods one can prove that the existence of a map,
achieving the linearization of the Poisson structure, can be thought as the
construction of a suitable Seiberg-Witten map similar to the one appearing in
non-commutative gauge theories [41]-[50]. The relevant Wess-Zumino (WZ)
consistency conditions are verified as a consequence of the fact that αij is a
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Poisson tensor. One can give a sufficient condition on the possibility to solve
the linearization problem. The linear term in αij(X¯) = f ijkX¯
k + O(X¯2)
defines a set of structure constants f ijk, associated to a Lie algebra G. If
G is semi-simple3, then the linearization problem can be solved by a formal
power series field redefinition.
This reproduces the result obtained in the mathematical literature by
Weinstein [13].
If one considers the same problem in the presence of the gauge fields, one
finds that no solution exists in the general case. This is because the WZ
consistency condition associated with the Seiberg-Witten map for the gauge
fields is not verified unless the Poisson tensor αij(X¯) is linear in the X¯ ’s.
This reflects the fact that in the general case the gauge algebra of the PSM
is open.
Therefore one needs to reformulate the linearization problem in the BV
scheme by taking into account the antifields. This is best done in the su-
perfield formalism developed in [12]. It turns out that the requirement of
canonicity of the BFM field redefinition w.r.t to the relevant BV antibracket
can be given a precise geometrical interpretation in terms of the tensorial
transformation properties of the even superfield ˜¯X
i
and the odd superfield
˜¯ηi, gathering the fields and the antifields of the PSM.
This condition allows us to prove that, under the assumption that the
associated Lie algebra G is semi-simple, the linearization problem can be
actually solved in the phase space spanned by the fields and the antifields of
the model.
We see that the implementation of the BFM program in the PSM is able
to provide a sound geometrical interpretation (w.r.t. the Poisson geometry of
M) of the BV prescription. Special attention has to be paid to the condition
of canonicity of the change of variables in the full phase space of the theory.
We remind that there is no solution of the linearization problem by a field
redefintion which does not involve the antifields.
We would like to comment on the local nature of these results. Under
the assumption that the associated Lie algebra G at a given point P on the
manifold M is semi-simple, we are able to show by using the BFM technique
that the PSM is locally equivalent to a quantum gauge theory with an or-
dinary Lie gauge algebra G, provided quantization is carried out according
to the standard perturbative methods. We warn against the fact that no
further conclusion about the global behaviour of the PSM can be drawn.4
3For PSM with non-semisimple algebra see for example [22].
4Non-perturbative treatment of PSM has been consider in [10, 17, 23].
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For instance, it may happen that the Poisson tensor αij does not have
the same rank on the whole manifold M . As a consequence, M splits into
a set of submanifolds, each endowed with a constant-rank Poisson structure.
It is not expected that a given BFM splitting, which is valid on one of these
submanifolds, is able to control the behaviour of the fields on the other
submanifolds. Otherwise said, the BFM in the formulation we are discussing
here does not seem to provide access to global information on the PSM. This
is a point which we think deserves to be best studied in the future.
It is also worthwhile to notice that some Poisson structures of physical
interest, like the quantum plane, do not meet the condition that G is semi-
simple. The question of whether a BFM formulation of these theories exists
is also an interesting problem to be clarified.
At the end, we mention the existence of graded PSM [20] and the applica-
tion to dilationic supergravity. The application of the BFM to those models
can be done by using a graded Seiberg-Witten map.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we give a short introduction
on the PSM and analyze its BV quantization procedure. In Sect. 3 we ap-
proach the linearization problem by means of cohomological methods close
to those developed in non-commutative gauge theories and show that the lin-
earization map can be regarded as a special type of Seiberg-Witten map. We
clarify the obstructions to the construction of the SW map in the presence
of gauge fields and point out that the extension of the phase space to the
antifields is needed in order to formulate properly the BFM problem for the
PSM. In Sect. 4 we analyze the PSM in the superfield formalism and argue
that the requirement of canonicity (w.r.t. the BV bracket) of the lineariza-
tion transformation can be understood in geometrical terms as a condition
on the tensorial transformation properties of the superfields of the PSM.
This condition is powerful enough to show that the linearization problem
can be solved (provided that the associated Lie algebra G is semi-simple). In
Sect. 5 we explicitly construct the BFM for the PSM and comment on the
BFM gauge-fixing condition suited for the model at hand. Finally conclu-
sions are presented in Sect. 6, while the Appendices contain some additional
technical material.
2 The Poisson Sigma Model
2.1 A brief review
We take over the notation of Ref. [12]. Moreover, we will denote by a bar
the fields of the starting model, before the linearization procedure and the
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corresponding background splitting are performed.
The Poisson Sigma Model (PSM) has two real bosonic fields X¯, η¯. X¯ is
a map from the disc D = {u ∈ R2, |u| ≤ 1} to the target manifold M while
η¯ is a differential 1-form on D taking values in the pull-back by X¯ of the
cotangent bundle of M , i.e. a section of X¯∗(T ∗M) ⊗ T ∗D. We denote by n
the dimension of the manifold M .
We can introduce local coordinates in which X¯ is represented by d func-
tions X¯ i(u). The latter parameterize the manifold M . In this representation
η¯ is given by d differential 1-forms η¯i(u) = η¯i,µ(u)du
µ.
The action of the Poisson Sigma Model is
S[X¯, η¯] =
∫
D
η¯i(u) ∧ dX¯ i(u) + 1
2
αij(X¯(u))η¯i(u) ∧ η¯j(u). (3)
where the Poisson tensor αij(X¯(u)) satisfies the Jacobi identities
αls∂sα
ij + αjs∂sα
li + αis∂sα
jl = 0 . (4)
The gauge fields η¯ are supplemented with the boundary condition that
for u ∈ ∂D, η¯i(u) vanishes on vectors tangent to ∂D.
The action of the PSM is invariant under the following infinitesimal gauge
transformations with infinitesimal parameters β¯i:
δβ¯X¯
i = αij(X¯)β¯j,
δβ¯ η¯i = −dβ¯i − ∂iαjk(X¯)η¯jβ¯k.
We point out that in the general case the algebra of the gauge transfor-
mations closes only on-shell:
[δβ¯ , δβ¯′]X¯
i = δ{β¯,β¯′}X¯
i, (5)
[δβ¯, δβ¯′ ]η¯i = δ{β¯,β¯′}η¯i − ∂i∂kαrsβ¯rβ¯ ′s(dX¯k + αkj(X¯)η¯j). (6)
Here {β¯, β¯ ′}i = −∂iαjk(X¯)β¯j β¯ ′k. dX¯k + αkj η¯j = 0 is the equation of motion
for η¯k derived from the action S. In this calculation the Jacobi identity for
the Poisson tensor αij plays a fundamental roˆle.
The equation of motion for η¯k appears in the R.H.S. of eq.(6) multiplied
by the second derivative of the Poisson tensor. If αij(X¯) is linear in the X¯ ’s
then the algebra of the gauge transformations in eq.(6) closes off-shell.
In this case M is the dual space to a Lie algebra G with Kirillov–Kostant
Poisson structure. The Lie bracket of two linear functions f, g ∈ G = M∗
is just the Poisson bracket and is again a linear function on M . Then the
classical action is best viewed as a function of a field X¯ taking values in G∗
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and a connection d+η¯ on a trivial principal bundle onD. After an integration
by parts, the action becomes the “BF action” S =
∫
D
〈X¯, F (η¯)〉 where F (η¯)
is the curvature of d+ η¯. In this case the gauge transformation is the usual
gauge transformation (with gauge parameter −β¯) of a connection and a field
X¯ in the coadjoint representation.
Another special case is when α = 0. Then the action is invariant under
translations of η¯ by exact one-forms on D. On the other hand if αij is
an invertible matrix (symplectic case) one can formally integrate over η¯ to
get the action
∫
D
X¯∗ω. The latter is invariant under arbitrary translations
X¯ i 7→ X¯ i + ξi, with ξi(u) = 0 on the boundary of D.
In the BRST formalism one then promotes the infinitesimal gauge pa-
rameter β¯i to an anticommuting ghost field (vanishing on the boundary of
the disc) and introduces the BRST operator s such that
sX¯ i = αij(X¯)β¯j , sη¯i = −dβ¯i − ∂iαkl(X¯)η¯kβ¯l , sβ¯i = 1
2
∂iα¯
jk(X¯)β¯jβ¯k. (7)
Then s is a differential on shell, i.e., it squares to zero modulo the equation of
motion of η¯k. Indeed we get s
2X¯ i = s2β¯i = 0 and s
2η¯i = −12 ∂i∂kαrsβ¯rβ¯s(dX¯k+
αkj(X¯)η¯j). One can assign a gradation, the ghost number, to the fields:
gh(X¯ i) = gh(η¯i) = 0, gh(β¯i) = 1. The BRST operator has then ghost
number one. Additionally there exists the gradation of the fields as differen-
tial forms on the disc, which will be denoted by deg: deg(X¯ i) = deg(β¯i) = 0,
deg(η¯i) = 1.
In the case M = G∗ of linear Poisson structures, the second derivatives
of α vanish, and the BRST operator squares to zero.
In order to implement the BFM in the PSM we first need to find, if it
exists, a suitable set of coordinates achieving the linearization of the Poisson
tensor αij . We first observe that by Weinstein’s splitting theorem [13] locally
around any point P of a Poisson manifold M , spanned by the coordinates
xa, a = 1, . . . , n and equipped with the Poisson tensor wab(x), it is possible
to find a canonical set of coordinates (q1, . . . , qk, p1, . . . , pk, y1, . . . , ys) such
that their Poisson brackets, defined by
{F,G} = wab ∂F
∂xa
∂G
∂xb
, (8)
are
{qi, qj} = {pi, pj} = {qi, yr} = {pi, yr} = 0 ,
{qi, pj} = δij , {yr, yt} = crt(y) , (9)
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with crt(0) = 0. The sector spanned by (qi, pj) is associated to a symplectic
Poisson submanifold. We are only interested here in the non-symplectic
case (the sector described by the coordinates (y1, . . . , ys) with Poisson tensor
crt(y)).
Therefore we will restrict ourselves to a Poisson tensor αij(X¯) vanishing
at X¯ = 0. Moreover, since we work within perturbative quantum field theory,
we also require that αij(X¯) is a formal power series in X¯ . Since αij(0) =
0, αij(X¯) starts at least with terms linear in X¯ . The linear terms in its
expansion
αij(X¯) = f ijkX¯
k + . . . (10)
identify the structure constants f ijk of a Lie algebra G [13] whose generators
T i fulfill
[T i, T j] = −if ijkT k . (11)
The corresponding Poisson tensor αij0 (X) ≡ f ijkXk gives rise to a linear
Poisson structure whose associated BRST differential is
sX i = f ijkX
kβj , sηi = −dβi − f jkiηjβk , sβi =
1
2
f jkiβjβk . (12)
From the BRST point of view the linearization problem can then be stated
as follows: find a suitable change of coordinates
X¯ i = X¯ i(X, η) , β¯i = β¯i(β,X, η) , η¯i = η¯i(X, η) , (13)
fulfilling the following initial conditions
X¯ i = X i + terms of order at least 2 in X ,
β¯i = βi + terms of order at least 1 in X ,
η¯i = ηi + terms of order at least 1 in X , (14)
and such that the following transformation rules hold
sX¯ i = αij(X¯)β¯j ,
sη¯i = −dβ¯i − ∂iαjk(X¯)η¯j β¯k ,
sβ¯i =
1
2
∂iα
jk(X¯)β¯jβ¯k , (15)
where αij(X¯) is the original Poisson tensor and the new variables X i, βi and
ηi transform as in eq.(12) under the BRST differential s.
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By taking into account the ghost number of the fields we see that β¯i must
be linear in βi.
Once a solution to the linearization problem is found, a linear splitting for
the new variables X i = Xˆ i+Qi, ηi = ηˆi+ ξi can be performed to implement
the BFM.
Several comments are in order here. The linearization problem, as stated
above, can be considered in the restricted space of the variables (X¯ i, β¯i), drop-
ping the gauge fields η¯i. Such a restriction is well studied in the mathematical
literature and goes under the name of linearization of Poisson brackets (see
[14] for a recent review). Specifically, one Taylor-expands the Poisson tensor
crt(y) in eq.(9) around zero and separates its linear part as follows:
crt(y) = crtvy
v + grt(y) (16)
with crtv =
∂crt(y)
∂yv
(0), grt(y) = crt(y) − crtvyv. The linearization problem
can be stated in the following way: are there new coordinates where the
functions grt(y) identically vanish, yielding a bracket which is linear in these
new coordinates?
IfM is an analytic (resp. C∞-) manifold equipped with the Poisson tensor
crt(y) and the linearization problem can be solved by an analytic (resp. C∞-)
change of variables, we say that such a Poisson structure is analytically (resp.
C∞-) linearizable. If the linearization can be established by a local formal
power series, one speaks instead of a formally linearizable Poisson structure.
Since in the framework of Quantum Field Theory we only deal with Poisson
tensors which are formal power series we will restrict ourselves to the study
of formal linearization.
We notice that we will actually consider an extension of the linearization
problem studied so far in the mathematical context, namely we will deal with
the full set of fields of the PSM including the gauge fields ηi. This in turn will
force us to pose the problem and to look for its solution in the more general
framework provided by the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism, as we explain in
the next Section.
2.2 BV formulation of the PSM
Since the BRST differential s in eq.(7) squares to zero modulo the equations
of motion, the Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) formalism [15, 16] is needed in or-
der to construct the classical action fulfilling the relevant master equation.
Terms quadratic in the antifields will appear as a consequence of the on-shell
nilpotency of s.
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We follow the discussion given in [12]. For each of the fields φα of the
model (with φα standing for X¯
i, β¯i and η¯i,µ) the corresponding antifield,
denoted by φ∗α, is introduced. The assignment of ghost and degree number
to the antifields is given in the following table.
φ∗α gh(φ
∗
α) deg(φ
∗
α)
X¯∗i -1 0
β¯i∗ -2 0
η¯i∗µ -1 1
The ghost number is assigned according to the relation
gh(φ∗α) = −gh(φα)− 1 . (17)
The classical action is required to have zero ghost number. The statistics of
the antifield φ∗α is opposite to that of φ
α, namely
ǫ(φ∗α) = ǫ(φ
α) + 1 (mod 2) . (18)
We have ǫ(X¯ i) = ǫ(η¯i,µ) = 0, ǫ(β¯i) = 1.
The BV bracket is then defined according to
(X, Y ) =
∑
α
∫
D
dv(u)
(
<
δrX
δφα
,
δlY
δφ∗α
> − < δrX
δφ∗α
,
δlY
δφα
>
)
. (19)
In the above equation dv(u) is the volume element
√
g du1du2 associated
with a Riemannian metric gµν defined on D and < , > is the corresponding
induced scalar product on the exterior algebra of the cotangent space at
u. δl
δφα
denotes the left derivative w.r.t to φα, δr
δφα
the right derivative and
analogously for φ∗α.
In particular we obtain the following fundamental BV brackets for the
variables of the PSM:
(X¯ i, X¯∗j ) = δ
i
j , (β¯
i, β¯∗j ) = δ
i
j , (η¯
iµ, η¯∗jν) = δ
i
jδ
µ
ν . (20)
It is also useful to introduce the Hodge dual φ+α of the antifields φ
∗
α ac-
cording to
φ∗α = ∗φ+α . (21)
The Hodge dual fulfills < α, β > dv(u) = α ∧ ∗β.
In terms of φ+α the BV bracket in eq.(19) can be expressed without any
reference to the Riemannian metric as follows:
(X, Y ) =
∑
α
∫
D
(δrX
δφα
∧ δlY
δφ+α
− (−1)deg(φα) δrX
δφ+α
∧ δlY
δφα
)
. (22)
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According to the BV procedure one needs to find an extension SBV of the
classical action S in eq.(3)
SBV = S + S
(1) + S(2) + . . . , (23)
where S(j) is of degree j in the number of the antifields, satisfying the master
equation
(SBV, SBV) = 0 . (24)
S(1) is obtained by coupling the antifield φ∗α with the BRST variation of the
corresponding field φα. For the PSM S(1) is given by (in the Hodge dual
notation for the antifields)
S(1) =
∫
D
X¯+i sX¯
i + η¯+i ∧ sη¯i − β¯+isβ¯i . (25)
For the PSM the sum in the R.H.S. of eq.(23) ends at the second order, which
is given by
S(2) = −1
4
∫
D
η¯+i ∧ η¯+j∂i∂jαkl(X¯)β¯kβ¯l . (26)
The full action satisfying the master equation is therefore
SBV =
∫
D
η¯i ∧ dX¯ i + 1
2
αij(X¯)η¯i ∧ η¯j
+ X¯+i α
ij(X¯)β¯j + η¯
+i ∧ (−dβ¯i − ∂iαjk(X¯)η¯j β¯k)
− 1
2
β¯+i∂iα
jk(X¯)β¯jβ¯k − 1
4
η¯+i ∧ η¯+j∂i∂jαkl(X¯)β¯kβ¯l . (27)
The differential naturally associated with the BV bracket, defined by
δY = (SBV, Y ) , (28)
is off-shell nilpotent, as a consequence of the master equation in eq.(24).
Explicitly it acts as follows on the fields
δX¯ i = αij(X¯)β¯j ,
δβ¯i =
1
2
∂iα
kl(X¯)β¯kβ¯l ,
δη¯i = −dβ¯i − ∂iαkl(X¯)η¯kβ¯l − 1
2
∂i∂jα
kl(X¯)η¯+jβ¯kβ¯l (29)
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and the antifields of the model
δX¯+i = dη¯i + ∂iα
kl(X¯)X¯+k β¯l − ∂i∂jαkl(X¯)η¯+j ∧ η¯kβ¯l +
1
2
∂iα
kl(X¯)η¯k ∧ η¯l ,
− 1
4
∂i∂j∂pα
kl(X¯)η¯+j ∧ η¯+pβ¯kβ¯l − 1
2
∂i∂jα
kl(X¯)β¯+jβ¯kβ¯l ,
δβ¯+i = −dη¯+i − αij(X¯)X¯+j +
1
2
∂k∂lα
ij(X¯)η¯+k ∧ η¯+lβ¯j
+ ∂kα
ij(X¯)η¯+k ∧ η¯j + ∂kαij(X¯)β¯+kβ¯j ,
δη¯+i = −dX¯ i − αij(X¯)η¯j − ∂kαij(X¯)η¯+kβ¯j . (30)
The action of δ on the fields is the same as the one of s with the exception of
the antifield-dependent term in the last line of eq.(29). The latter disappears
if αij is linear in X¯ . In such a case the BV action SBV in eq.(27) only contains
terms linear in the antifields. This corresponds to the well-known situation
of an ordinary gauge theory whose BRST differential s is nilpotent. The
master equation in eq.(24) is then the Slavnov-Taylor identity for the model
at hand.
We remark that SBV in eq.(27) is not gauge-fixed. The inclusion of a
gauge-fixing can be performed in the standard way within the BV formalism
[16] by extending the field content to a non-minimal sector including the
antighost fields and then by performing a canonical transformation generated
by a suitable gauge-fixing functional Ψ. This has been explicitly carried out
in Ref. [12]. In Sect. 5 we will provide a short discussion of the gauge-
fixing procedure which is relevant for the application of the background field
method to the PSM.
We also wish to comment on the way the BV formalism has been intro-
duced. In this section the use of the BV technique was motivated by the fact
that the relevant BRST differential s squares to zero only on-shell. Under
these circumstances the BV method provides a almost systematic procedure
to generate an extended action fulfilling the BV master equation. Neverthe-
less the geometry of the extended set of variables with the antifields remains
somehow obscure. In Sect. 4 we will show that such a structure naturally
arises within the linearization problem in the presence of the gauge fields η¯i,µ.
Moreover, the action of the BV differential δ in eqs.(29) and (30) is precisely
the one required by the condition that the linearization procedure is carried
out (at least locally) via a canonical (w.r.t to the BV bracket in eq.(22))
field redefinition. This in turn provides a better insight into the geometrical
structure of the PSM.
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3 The Seiberg-Witten map for the PSM
In this section we analyze the linearization problem as stated in eqs.(12)-(15)
by means of cohomological methods close to those applied in the context of
non-commutative gauge theories [41]-[47] in order to prove the existence of
a Seiberg-Witten (SW) map [48]-[50]. In this formulation the antifields are
not involved.
3.1 The linearization problem for X¯ i, β¯i
We first discuss the set of equations given by the first and the third of eqs.(15).
Moreover, we make the ansatz that these equations can be solved by a field
redefinition only involving X i, βi, thus excluding any mixing with the gauge
fields ηi,µ. Therefore we restrict ourselves to field redefinitions of the type
X¯ i = X¯ i(X) , β¯i = β¯i(β,X) . (31)
By the ghost number β¯i must be linear in βi.
There is a natural grading induced by the counting operator for the X ,
given by
N =
∫
d4xX i
δ
δX i
. (32)
Notice that s in eq.(12) is of order zero with respect to this grading. We will
solve the first of eqs.(15) order by order in the grading induced by N .
At the lowest order a solution compliant with the boundary conditions in
eq.(14) is given by
X¯ i = X i , β¯i = βi . (33)
We now assume that the first and the third of eqs.(15) are fulfilled up to
order n− 1:
sX¯ i (l) =
[
αij(X¯)β¯j
](l)
,
sβ¯
(l)
i =
1
2
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)β¯jβ¯k
](l)
l = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 . (34)
We denote the order in the grading induced by N by a superscript in paren-
theses, so that X¯ i (l) is the component of X¯ i of order l in the X . At the n-th
order we have
sX¯ i (n) =
∑
p+q=n
αij (p)β¯
(q)
j ,
sβ¯
(n)
i =
1
2
∑
p+q+r=n
[
∂iα
jk
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k , (35)
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where αij (p) is a shorthand notation for
αij (p) = [αij(X¯(X))](p) (36)
and similarly for β¯
(q)
j .
We put in evidence the X¯ i (n)-dependent contribution from the R.H.S. of
the first of eqs.(35) and write
sX¯ i (n) =
∑
p+q=n, p 6=0, q 6=0
αij (p)β¯
(q)
j + α
ij (n)βj
=
∑
p+q=n, p 6=0, q 6=0
αij (p)β¯
(q)
j + f
ij
kX¯
k (n)βj
+
[
αij (n)βj − f ijkX¯k (n)βj
]
. (37)
The terms in the bracket is X¯ i (n)-independent. Therefore we obtain
sX¯ i (n) − f ijkX¯k (n)βj =
∑
p+q=n, p 6=0, q 6=0
αij (p)β¯
(q)
j
+
[
αij (n)βj − f ijkX¯k (n)βj
]
. (38)
In a similar fashion we get for the second of eqs.(35)
sβ¯
(n)
i =
1
2
∑
p+q+r=n
[
∂iα
jk
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k
=
1
2
∑
p+q+r=n,p 6=0,q 6=0,r 6=0
[
∂iα
jk
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k
+
1
2
[
∂iα
jk
](n)
βjβk
+
1
2
[
∂iα
jk
](0)
β¯
(n)
j βk +
1
2
[
∂iα
jk
](0)
βj β¯
(n)
k
=
1
2
∑
p+q+r=n,p 6=0,q 6=0,r 6=0
[
∂iα
jk
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k
+
1
2
[
∂iα
jk
](n)
βjβk + f
jk
iβ¯
(n)
j βk . (39)
The above equation can be rewritten as
sβ¯
(n)
i + f
jk
iβ¯
(n)
k βj
=
1
2
∑
p+q+r=n,
p 6=0,q 6=0,r 6=0
[
∂iα
jk
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k +
1
2
[
∂iα
jk
](n)
βjβk (40)
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The L.H.S. of the eqs.(38) and (40) contains the following coboundary oper-
ator (expressed in terms of Lie algebra commutators):
∆ = s− i[β, ·] on even quantities
∆ = s− i{β, ·} on odd quantities (41)
This is a well-known operator in non-commutative gauge field theories. It
was introduced in [43] in order to formulate the WZ consistency condition
for the Seiberg-Witten map. By construction ∆ is nilpotent.
We can rewrite eqs.(38) and (40) as follows:
∆X¯ i (n) = Bi(n) , ∆β¯(n)i = A(n)i , (42)
with
Bi(n) ≡
∑
p+q=n, p 6=0, q 6=0
αij (p)β¯
(q)
j +
[
αij (n)βj − f ijkX¯k (n)βj
]
(43)
and
A(n)i ≡
1
2
∑
p+q+r=n,
p 6=0,q 6=0,r 6=0
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k +
1
2
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)
](n)
βjβk . (44)
Notice that Bi(n), A(n)i only depend on known lower orders terms. One can
regard the linearization problem as the construction of a suitable SW map
fulfilling eqs.(42).
Therefore by applying it to the two eqs.(42) we find that, if a solution
exists, the following Wess-Zumino consistency conditions must be satisfied:
∆Bi(n) = 0 , ∆A(n)i = 0 . (45)
It can be easily checked by a straightforward computation that the condition
∆Bi(n) = 0 (46)
is verified. One needs to use the recursive assumption in eq.(34), the Jacobi
identity for the structure constants f ijk as well as the Jacobi identity for the
Poisson tensor αij (4).
The check that also the second Wess-Zumino consistency condition
∆A(n)i = 0 (47)
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is verified is a little bit more involved. The details of the calculation are
presented in Appendix A. Again it turns out that eq.(47) is true thanks
to the recursive assumption in eq.(34) and to the fact that αij is a Poisson
tensor.
We would like to make a comment here. In non-commutative gauge theo-
ries an analogous WZ consistency condition naturally arises for the SW map.
In that case it happens that the WZ consistency condition is verified as a
consequence of the associativity of the ⋆-product [41]. In the present case
the WZ consistency conditions are instead intimately related to the Poisson
geometry. The formal similarity between the two constructions is rather sug-
gestive and might lead to a deeper understanding of the common geometrical
properties of the SW map [42].
Having established the WZ consistency conditions in eq.(45), the exis-
tence of the linearization map and hence of a solution to eqs.(42) boils down
to prove that the operator ∆ admits a homotopy K such that
{∆,K} = ι (48)
where ι is the identity in the positive ghost number sector.
If such an operator exists, then the most general solution to the equation
∆Υ(n) = Λ(n) (49)
(where Υ(n) stands for X¯ i,(n), β¯
(n)
i and Λ
(n) respectively for Bi(n), A(n)i ) is
Υ(n) = KΛ(n) + τ (n) (50)
with τ (n) an arbitrary element of the kernel of ∆ with appropriate ghost
number parameterizing the ambiguities in the solution.
The question of the existence of a homotopy for ∆ has been addressed
in [43]. On general grounds one can prove [13, 14] that such an operator
exists provided that the structure constants f ijk are those of a semisimple
Lie algebra. Under this assumption the analysis presented here reproduces
one of the results of Weinstein’s linearization theorem [13], stating that a
Poisson structure, whose associated Lie algebra5 is semisimple, is formally
non-degenerate, i.e. there exists a change of variables
X¯ i = f i(X) (51)
5The Lie algebra associated to a Poisson tensor αij(X¯) vanishing at the origin is defined
by the structure constants f ijk given by the coefficients of the linear term in α
ij :
αij(X¯) = f ijkX¯
k + . . . .
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(in the sense of formal power series) such that in the variables X the Poisson
tensor is linear.
The construction given in the present Section constitutes an explicit re-
cursive cohomological method for obtaining the functions f i(X). We notice
that the use of cohomological techniques in the spirit of the SW map relies
on the introduction of the ghost fields β¯i (which do not appear in Weinstein’s
proof). This is a natural feature from the field theoretic-point of view, since
these ghost fields are naturally associated to the gauge symmetries of the
PSM.
3.2 Inclusion of the gauge fields
We now discuss the changes that happen if one wants to solve the full system
of eqs.(15), by taking into account also the gauge fields ηi,µ. We relax the
ansatz in eq.(31) and consider more general field redefinitions like those in
eq.(13).
The analysis of the first and third of eqs.(15) proceed as before, on the
contrary there is a problem with the second of eq.(15). By following the same
path as in Sect. 3.1 we assume that such an equation is fulfilled up to order
n− 1 in the number of X ’s and project it at the n-th order:
sη¯
(n)
i = −dβ¯(n)i −
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)η¯j β¯k
](n)
= −dβ¯(n)i −
∑
p+q+r=n,q 6=n
(
∂iα
jk(X¯)
)(p)
η¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k − f jkiη¯(n)j βk . (52)
The above equation can be rewritten as
sη¯
(n)
i − f jkiη¯(n)k βj = E (n)i (53)
where
E (n)i ≡ −dβ¯(n)i −
∑
p+q+r=n,q 6=n
(
∂iα
jk(X¯)
)(p)
η¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k . (54)
Equivalently we can write
∆η¯
(n)
i = E (n)i . (55)
where ∆ is defined according to eq.(41). In view of the nilpotency of ∆ we
derive a new WZ consistency condition
∆E (n)i = 0 . (56)
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By evaluating the L.H.S. of the above equation we get however that it does
not vanish:
∆E (n)i = −
1
2
βmβk
[
∂i∂lα
mk
(
dX¯ l + αlj(X¯)η¯j
)](n)
. (57)
From eq.(57) we see that in the general case the Wess-Zumino consistency
condition is verified only if the fields are restricted to the subspace where the
equation of motion for η¯l holds true, i.e. the constraint
dX¯ l + αlj(X¯)η¯j = 0 (58)
is imposed. Moreover, from eq.(57) the WZ consistency condition is also
verified in the case of a linear Poisson tensor (without requiring the validity
of the equation of motion for η¯l).
This result is rather remarkable. It means that for arbitrary Poisson
structures a solution to the linearization problem involving only the fields
of the model does not exist. This is a direct consequence of the fact that
the algebra of the PSM is open. As we will show, the antifields need to be
taken into account in order to formulate properly the linearization problem
in the presence of the gauge fields ηi,µ. This in turn will shed new light on
the geometrical meaning of the BV construction of the PSM.
4 The superfield formalism
In this section we show that the BV formalism naturally appears in the
linearization of the Poisson structure in the presence of the gauge fields ηi,µ.
The BV construction of the PSM described in Sect. 2.2 can be recasted in
the superfield formalism [12]. For that purpose one introduces in addition to
the even coordinates u1, u2 on D two odd (anticommuting) coordinates θ1, θ2.
The fields and the antifields of the PSM are gathered into even superfields
˜¯X i
˜¯X i = X¯ i + θµη¯+iµ −
1
2
θµθν β¯+iµν (59)
and odd superfields ˜¯ηi
˜¯ηi = β¯i + θ
µη¯i,µ +
1
2
θµθνX¯+i,µν . (60)
We define D = θµ∂/∂uµ. The BV differential δ in eq.(28) acts as follows on
the superfields ˜¯X i, ˜¯ηi:
δ ˜¯X i = D ˜¯X i + αij( ˜¯X) ˜¯ηj ,
δ ˜¯ηi = D ˜¯ηi +
1
2
∂iα
jk( ˜¯X) ˜¯ηj ˜¯ηk . (61)
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By the Jacobi identity in eq.(4) obeyed by αij we find δ2 = 0. The action on
the components of the superfields can be obtained by taking into account the
expansion in eq.(59) and (60) and by projecting out the δ-variations in eq.(61)
on the relevant powers of θµ. The transformation rules of the components
fields and antifields of course reproduce those given in eqs.(29) and (30).
The BV action is obtained by integrating the two-form part of L
L(2) =
∫
d2θ L (62)
with
L = ˜¯ηiD
˜¯X i +
1
2
αij( ˜¯X) ˜¯ηi ˜¯ηj , (63)
so that
SBV =
∫
D
L(2) . (64)
It is easy to prove that
δSBV = 0 , (65)
or equivalently that SBV fulfills the master equation. This is because
δL = D( ˜¯ηiD
˜¯X i) , (66)
and hence δL(2) is the differential of a one-form vanishing along the boundary.
4.1 Superfield linearization transformation for the PSM
We now wish to consider the linearization problem for the PSM within the
superfield formalism.
First we notice that there exists a bracket in the superfield space naturally
generated by the BV bracket in eq.(22):
{X, Y } =
∫
d2θ
∑
α
∫
D
(δrX
δφα
∧ δlY
δφ+α
− (−1)deg(φα) δrX
δφ+α
∧ δlY
δφα
)
. (67)
With respect to the {, ·, ·}-bracket ˜¯X i and ˜¯ηi are conjugate variables,
namely
{ ˜¯X i, ˜¯ηj} = δij . (68)
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We now discuss the linearization problem for the PSM. We impose the re-
quirement that the linearization transformation will preserve the bracket in
eq.(68), i.e. that is is canonical w.r.t. the {·, ·}-bracket.
From the analysis of Sect. 3.1 we know that, under the assumption that
the associated Lie algebra is semi-simple, there exists (at least one) set of
functions f i in eq.(51)
X¯ i = f i(X) (69)
solving the linearization problem in the restricted (X, β)-space.
We now choose one set of such functions f i(X) and lift them to the
superfield space, i.e. we consider the transformation
˜¯X i = f i(X˜) . (70)
In the above equation X˜ i is the even superfield associated with the new
variables in which the Poisson tensor is linear:
X˜ i = X i + θµη+iµ −
1
2
θµθνβ+iµν . (71)
Analogously we define
η˜i = βi + θ
µηi,µ +
1
2
θµθνX+i,µν , (72)
where η˜i is canonically conjugated via the {·, ·}-bracket to X˜i.
The extension of the transformation to the odd superfields ˜¯ηi is carried out
under the requirement that the whole map preserves the bracket in eq.(68)
(canonicity requirement).
This can be done by using the following generating functional6
Ψ(X˜, ˜¯η) = f i(X˜)˜¯ηi . (73)
The corresponding canonical superfield transformation is given by
η˜j =
∂f i
∂X˜j
˜¯ηi ,
˜¯X i = f i(X˜) . (74)
6This is a canonical transformation of the q − P -type: definining the fundamental
bracket as {q, p} = 1 then the generating functional S(q, P ) gives rise to the following
canonical transformation w.r.t. the {, }-bracket:
p =
∂S
∂q
, Q =
∂S
∂P
,
where (Q,P ) are the new variables.
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The first of the above equations is understood to be inverted in order to give
˜¯ηi as a function of η˜, X˜ . Notice that this is possible (in the sense of formal
power series) since by the boundary condition in eq.(14) we have
∂f i
∂X˜j
= δij +O(X˜
2) . (75)
One can give a geometrical interpretation of eq.(74). It states that ˜¯ηi
transforms like a covector under the transformation generated by the maps
f i. By making use of this observation and of the fact that αij is a Poisson
tensor we now show that the linearization problem is solved by the map in
eq.(74). This clarifies the geometrical interpretation of the requirement of
canonicity within the superfield approach to the BV formalism.
For notational convenience we rewrite the superfield redefinition in eq.(74)
as follows:
X˜ i = X˜ i( ˜¯X) ,
η˜i =
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
˜¯ηj .
The map X˜ i = X˜ i( ˜¯X) has been constructed in such a way that in the X˜-
variables the Poisson tensor is linear. Therefore
αij( ˜¯X(X˜)) =
∂ ˜¯X
i
∂X˜p
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜q
αpq(X˜)
=
∂ ˜¯X
i
∂X˜p
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜q
f pqlX˜
l , (76)
since αij is a tensor of rank (2, 0). We now prove that the action of the
BV differential δ on the new variables X˜ i, η˜i is generated by the linearized
Poisson tensor which appears in the R.H.S. of eq.(76).
We first consider the action of δ on Xˆ i. One has
δX˜ i =
∂X˜ i
∂ ˜¯X
j
δ ˜¯X
j
=
∂X˜ i
∂ ˜¯X
j
(D ˜¯X
j
+ αjk( ˜¯X)˜¯ηk)
= DX˜ i +
∂X˜ i
∂ ˜¯X
j
αjk( ˜¯X)
∂X˜r
∂ ˜¯X
k
η˜r
= DX˜ i + f irlX˜
lη˜r , (77)
which corresponds to the action of δ determined by the linearized Poisson
tensor αij(X˜) = f ijkX˜
l.
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The analysis of the action of δ on η˜i is a little bit more involved. The
details of the computations are given in Appendix B.
The final result is
δη˜i = Dη˜i +
1
2
fabiη˜aη˜b . (78)
From the above analysis we conclude that the linearization of the Pois-
son structure in the presence of the gauge fields has been achieved by the
transformation in eq.(76) in the full superspace spanned by X˜ i and η˜i. The
introduction of the antifields (and hence of the superfields) is essential in
order to achieve such a result. The canonicity of the superfield redefinition
is guaranteed by the conservation of the bracket in eq.(68). The geometrical
interpretation of eq.(76) shows that the requirement of canonicity is pre-
cisely the condition needed in order to achieve linearization in the unbarred
supervariables, as a consequence of the tensorial nature of αij.
We wish to comment on the locality property of the linearization field
redefinition for the PSM. From the above analysis it turns out that the lin-
earization procedure holds true in a suitable neighborhood of any point of the
Poisson manifold where the Poisson structure is linearizable (in the formal
sense). The determination of the maximal region U where the parameteriza-
tion of the Poisson manifold M by means of the linearized variables is valid
is a problem which is beyond the cohomological techniques used to solve the
linearization problem locally. As an example, if the rank of the Poisson ten-
sor is not constant on M one of course expects that U will prove to be a
proper subset of M .
While showing that for linearizable Poisson tensors one can always choose
locally a suitable parameterization, reducing the problem to that of an or-
dinary off-shell closed Lie gauge algebra, the linearization technique in its
present form is nevertheless not developed enough in order to analyze global
features of the PSM quantization.
5 The BFM for the PSM
In this section we discuss how the bacground field method (BFM) can be
implemented in the PSM by making use of the linearized superfield variables
(X˜ i, η˜i).
The L-functional in eq.(63) is given in terms of the new variables by
L = η˜iDX˜
i +
1
2
f ijkX˜
kη˜iη˜j . (79)
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When expressed as a function of the component fields the corresponding BV
action
SBV =
∫
D
L(2) (80)
reads
SBV =
∫
D
ηi ∧ dX i + 1
2
f ijkX
kηi ∧ ηj
+X+i f
ij
kX
kβj − η+i ∧ (dβi + fkliηkβl)
− 1
2
β+if jkiβjβk . (81)
In SBV all quadratic terms depending on the antifields have disappeared. In
order to implement the BFM for the PSM in the representation given by
eq.(81) we split linearly the gauge and matter fields as follows
ηi,µ = ηˆi,µ + ξi,µ , X
i = Xˆ i +Qi , (82)
where ηˆi,µ are the background gauge fields, Xˆ
i the background matter fields,
ξi,µ the quantum gauge fields and Q
i the quantum matter fields. Then the
action in eq.(81) is invariant under the following background transformation
of parameters ωi:
δˆηˆi = −dωi − fkliηˆkωl ,
δˆΦi = f ijkΦ
kωj , δˆϕi = −fkliϕkωl , (83)
with Φi = {Qi, Xˆ i, β+i}, ϕi = {ξi, βi, η+i , X+i }. The δˆ-transformations of the
fields are linear in the quantized fields of the theory. The linear splitting in
eq.(82) is a consequence of the linearization of the Poisson structure achieved
by the superfield redefinition analyzed in Sect. 4.
The BRST differential is extended in such a way to include the back-
ground fields as BRST doublets:
sXˆ i = ΩiX , sΩ
i
X = 0 ,
sηˆi,µ = Ωi,µ , sΩi,µ = 0 , (84)
where ΩiX and Ωi,µ are the background ghosts for the matter and the gauge
fields respectively. The BRST transformations of ξi,µ and Q
i are determined
by the condition that the BRST transformation of the original fields X i, ηi,µ
is preserved:
sξi = −dβi − fkli(ηˆk + ξk)βl − Ωi ,
sQi = f ijk(Xˆ
k +Qk)βj − ΩiX . (85)
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In view of the fact that the gauge transformations for the PSM are in the
new unbarred variables those associated to an ordinary Lie algebra, the BFM-
gauge-fixing procedure can be carried out according to the standard methods
developed for Yang-Mills theory [1, 24]. For that purpose we introduce the
antighost fields γi on D and the corresponding Nakanishi-Lautrup multiplier
fields λi, together with their antifields γ+i , λ
+
i . The ghost number of γ
i is −1,
that of λi is zero. The boundary condition for λi is λi(u) = 0, u ∈ ∂D, while
γi is constant on the boundary.
The BRST differential acts of γi, λi as follows:
sγi = λi , sλi = 0 . (86)
The following BFM-gauge-fixing term is added to the classical action:
Sgf = −
∫
D
∗dγi ∧ s (dξi + fkliηˆkξl) + λi(d ∗ ξi + fkliηˆk ∗ ξl) . (87)
The BFM prescription is encoded in the last term of the above equation,
where the ordinary choice for the gauge-fixing function Fi = d∗ηi is replaced
by its covariantized form with respect to the background gauge field ηˆk:
Fi = d ∗ ξi + fkliηˆk ∗ ξl .
The full action Γ(0), defined by
Γ(0) = SBV + Sgf −
∫
D
λiγ+i , (88)
obeys the BV master equation and in addition is invariant under the BFM
differential δˆ, with the following transformation rules for γi, λi and γ+i , λ
+
i :
δˆγi = f ijkγ
kωj , δˆγ
+
i = −fkliγ+k ωl ,
δˆλi = f ijkλ
kωj , δˆλ
+
i = −fkliλ+k ωl . (89)
This construction implements the BFM for the PSM associated to a lineariz-
able Poisson structure.
6 Conclusions and Perspectives
The extension of the BFM to the case of open gauge algebras has been carried
out on the example of the Poisson Sigma Model. For this model no equivalent
representation in terms of auxiliary fields, leading to a closed gauge algebra,
is known. Hence the full BV formalism is needed to handle the PSM.
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The request of linearity of the background transformation singles out a
privileged set of local coordinates, in which the background gauge transfor-
mations of the model acquire a simple form. For non-linear sigma models the
BFM quantization implies the transition to normal coordinates, for the PSM
- whenever this is possible, i.e. the Poisson structure is (formally) linearizable
- to the linearization coordinates X i.
We have pointed out that the map solving the linearization problem for
the PSM is a Seiberg-Witten map of the same kind of those appearing in the
framework of non-commutative gauge theories. This might suggest a deeper
understanding of the relationship between the PSM and non-commutative
geometry.
We have proven a no-go theorem, stating that in the general case in the
presence of gauge fields no change of variables, only involving the fields of the
theory, can lead to a solution of the linearization problem. This happens be-
cause there is an obstruction to the fulfillment of the associated Wess-Zumino
consistency condition, which is equal to zero only modulo the equations of
motion for the gauge fields.
We find that the antifields play an essential roˆle in order to formulate
consistently and solve the linearization problem for the PSM in the BV for-
malism.
We have clarified the roˆle of the fundamental properties of the BFM im-
plementation, namely the linearity in the quantum fields of the background
transformations and the canonicity of the BFM splitting change of variables,
in the general context provided by the BV formalism and the related super-
field formulation for the PSM. As far as canonicity is concerned, we have
shown that the requirement that the BFM splitting does not modify the co-
homology of the model at hand can be understood in pure geometrical terms
as a condition on the tensorial transformation properties of the superfields
of the model. The latter property in turn allows to solve the linearization
problem for the PSM, under the condition that the associated Lie algebra is
semi-simple. The BFM can be finally implemented as a consequence of the
solution of the linearization problem for the relevant Poisson structure.
We wish to emphasize that the BFM construction for the PSM is a local
one. Indeed in the general case not all field configurations can be covered by
using the linearization coordinates, for instance when the rank of the Poisson
tensor is not constant on the Poisson manifold M .
This suggest that a more refined quantization technique is required in
order to get a control of the global properties of the PSM.
Another expect to be consider is the following: the relative simplicity of
PSM (2d conformal field theory) permits the computation of the quantum
correction to the SW map extending the relation beyond the classical level.
26
As in [51] it should be possible to show that the properties discussed so far
in the present paper can be extended at the quantum level. The BFM is the
fundamental tool required in order to perform such computations.
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A WZ consistency condition for the ghost
field β¯i
We wish to verify eq.(47). First we compute
s
(1
2
∑
p+q+r=n,p 6=0,q 6=0,r 6=0
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k
)
=
1
2
∑
p+q+r=n,
p 6=0,q 6=0,r 6=0
{
(∂l∂iα
jk(X¯)sX¯ l)(p)β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k + (∂iα
jk(X¯))(p)sβ¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k
− (∂iαjk(X¯))(p)β¯(q)j sβ¯(r)k
}
=
1
2
{(
∂l∂iα
jkαlm +
1
2
∂iα
lk∂lα
mj − 1
2
∂iα
ml∂lα
jk
)
β¯mβ¯j β¯k
}(n)
− 1
2
(
∂l∂iα
jksX¯ l
)(n)
βjβk − (∂iαjk)(n)sβjβk
− f jkisβ¯(n)j βk − f jkisβj β¯(n)k , (90)
where we have used the recursive assumption in eq.(34).
Since αij is a Poisson tensor, it fulfills the following equation
αml∂lα
kj + αjl∂lα
mk + αkl∂lα
jm = 0 (91)
and hence also
∂i
(
αml∂lα
kj + αjl∂lα
mk + αkl∂lα
jm
)
= 0 (92)
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or
αml∂i∂lα
kj + cyclic (m, k, j) = − (∂iαml∂lαkj + cyclic (m, k, j)) . (93)
We focus on the part between curly brackets in eq.(90), which we rewrite by
taking into account antisymmetrization with respect to m, j, k (denoted by
square brackets) and eq.(93):
∂l∂iα
[jkαlm] +
1
2
∂iα
l[k∂lα
mj] − 1
2
∂iα
[ml∂lα
jk]
= −1
2
∂iα
[ml∂lα
kj] − 1
2
∂iα
[ml∂lα
kj]
+
1
2
∂iα
l[k∂lα
mj] − 1
2
∂iα
[ml∂lα
jk] = 0 (94)
by noticing that
− 1
2
∂iα
[ml∂lα
kj] = +
1
2
∂iα
[lm∂lα
kj] = +
1
2
∂iα
[lk∂lα
jm] . (95)
Hence we can rewrite eq.(90) as
s
(1
2
∑
p+q+r=n,p 6=0,q 6=0,r 6=0
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)
](p)
β¯
(q)
j β¯
(r)
k
)
=
− 1
2
(
∂l∂iα
jksX¯ l
)(n)
βjβk − (∂iαjk)(n)sβjβk
− f jkisβ¯(n)j βk − f jkisβj β¯(n)k . (96)
We now compute
s
(
1
2
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)
](n)
βjβk
)
=
1
2
[
∂l∂iα
jksX¯ l
](n)
βjβk +
[
∂iα
jk(X¯)
](n)
sβjβk . (97)
By combining eqs.(96) and (97) we get
sA(n)i = −f jkisβ¯(n)j βk − f jkisβj β¯(n)k . (98)
Therefore
∆A(n)i = sA(n)i − f jkiA(n)k βj
= −f jkisβ¯(n)j βk − f jkisβjβ¯(n)k
−f jki
(
sβ¯
(n)
k − f pqkβ¯(n)p βq
)
βj
= 0 (99)
by the Jacobi identity.
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B Superfield action of the BV differential in
the gauge sector
We wish to compute the δ-variation of η˜i given in eq.(76).
As a preliminary step we evaluate the derivative w.r.t. X˜r of eq.(76).
The result is
∂
∂X˜r
αij( ˜¯X(X˜)) =
∂αij
∂ ˜¯X
l
∣∣∣∣∣
˜¯X= ˜¯X(X˜)
∂ ˜¯X
l
∂X˜r
=
∂2 ˜¯X
i
∂X˜r∂X˜p
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜q
f pqvX˜
v +
∂ ˜¯X
i
∂X˜p
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜r∂X˜q
f pqvX˜
v
+
∂ ˜¯X
i
∂X˜p
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜q
f pqr , (100)
from which one gets
∂αij
∂ ˜¯X
l
∣∣∣∣∣
˜¯X= ˜¯X(X˜)
=
∂X˜r
∂ ˜¯X
l
[ ∂2 ˜¯X i
∂X˜r∂X˜p
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜q
f pqvX˜
v +
∂ ˜¯X
i
∂X˜p
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜r∂X˜q
f pqvX˜
v
]
+
∂ ˜¯X
i
∂X˜p
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜q
f pqr
∂X˜r
∂X˜ l
. (101)
Now we compute the δ-variation of η˜i:
δη˜i =
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜p∂X˜ i
δX˜p˜¯ηj +
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
δ˜¯ηj
=
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜p∂X˜ i
(DX˜p + αpq(X˜)η˜q)˜¯ηj +
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
(D˜¯ηj +
1
2
∂jα
pq ˜¯ηp˜¯ηq)
=
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜p∂X˜ i
DX˜p˜¯ηj +
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
D˜¯ηj
+
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜p∂X˜ i
αpq(X˜)η˜q ˜¯ηj +
1
2
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
∂jα
pq˜¯ηp˜¯ηq
= Dη˜i
+
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜p∂X˜ i
αpq(X˜)η˜q ˜¯ηj +
1
2
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
∂jα
pq˜¯ηp˜¯ηq . (102)
We denote
Ai =
1
2
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
∂jα
pq ˜¯ηp˜¯ηq ,
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Bi =
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜p∂X˜ i
αpq(X˜)η˜q ˜¯ηj . (103)
We insert eq.(101) into Ai in the above equation and get
Ai =
∂ ˜¯X
j
∂X˜ i
[1
2
∂X˜r
∂ ˜¯X
j
[ ∂2 ˜¯Xp
∂X˜r∂X˜a
∂ ˜¯X
q
∂X˜b
fabvX˜
v +
∂ ˜¯X
p
∂X˜a
∂2 ˜¯X
q
∂X˜r∂X˜b
fabvX˜
v
]
+
1
2
∂ ˜¯X
p
∂X˜a
∂ ˜¯X
q
∂X˜b
fabr
∂X˜r
∂ ˜¯X
j
]
˜¯ηp˜¯ηq
=
1
2
( ∂2 ˜¯Xp
∂X˜ i∂X˜a
∂ ˜¯X
q
∂X˜b
fabvX˜
v +
∂ ˜¯X
p
∂X˜a
∂2 ˜¯X
q
∂X˜ i∂X˜b
fabvX˜
v
)
˜¯ηp˜¯ηq
+
1
2
∂ ˜¯X
p
∂X˜a
∂ ˜¯X
q
∂X˜b
fabi˜¯ηp˜¯ηq . (104)
Moreover
Bi =
∂2 ˜¯X
j
∂X˜p∂X˜ i
f pqvX˜
vη˜q ˜¯ηj . (105)
Now one can compute the sum Ai+Bi. By taking into account the fact that
the ˜¯η’s are odd the result is
Ai +Bi =
1
2
∂ ˜¯X
p
∂X˜a
∂ ˜¯X
q
∂X˜b
fabi˜¯ηp˜¯ηq =
1
2
fabiη˜aη˜b . (106)
By substituting back into eq.(102) one finally finds
δη˜i = Dη˜i +
1
2
fabiη˜aη˜b , (107)
which corresponds to the action of δ on the superfield η˜i in presence of a
linearized Poisson tensor.
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